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Abstract：The main purpose of the present work is to study the possibilities of reducing calculation time
while maintaining the validity in the numerical simulation of the combustion product flow in SPRM chamber.
Three ways of decreasing the calculation time-the use of numerical methods of high accuracy order，the reduction
in spatial dimension of the problem，and the use of physical features of the processes in SPRM chamber while
constructing a calculation model-were considered. Presented calculation data show that the use of these approach⁃
es makes it possible to reduce the time for solving the problems of SPRM simulation significantly（up to 100
times）. Also conclusions about the applicability of the mentioned above approaches in SPRM design were made.
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1 Introduction

At present，a large number of researchers world⁃
wide are engaged in the numerical simulation of gas-dy⁃
namic processes in solid- propellant rocket motors
（SPRMs）. This fact can be confirmed by，for example，a
large number of reports on this topic at the last Interna⁃
tional Astronautical Congresses. At the same time，the
researchers pay attention to a wide range of problems.

Simulation was carried out taking into account the
chemical reactions occurring during solid- propellant
combustion［1］. The features of processes in metallized fu⁃
els were studied［2］. The currents of two- phase flows in
SPRM channel were considered［3］. Simulation was car⁃
ried out taking into account the burning surface change
and the volume of SPRM chamber owing to propellant
burn［4］. Numerical analyses of the flow instability in a
segmented solid rocket motor were carried out［5～7］. The
partial vortex shedding phenomenon observed in SPRM
is investigated by applying a local non-parallel hydrody⁃

namic stability approach，and large eddy simulations
were performed on two different configurations and com ⁃
pared with the results obtained by the LNP method
based on spatial evolution of the flow instabilities［8，9］.
Multiphase flow computations were performed including
three- way coupling between phases，conservative cou⁃
pling approach，and full heat release for the burning
mechanisms［10］. Similarly，Numerical simulations of the
multiphase features in SRM’s internal flow were per⁃
formed［11］. A 2D adiabatic micro-scale combustion mod⁃
el was built based on the computational software Fluent
and reduced chemical kinetic mechanism［12］. For a new
concept of solid propellant microthruster，a simulation
was performed using MEMS technologies［13］.

However，the use of numerical simulation while de⁃
signing SPRM is constrained by the fact that such calcu⁃
lations require much time（solving a three-dimensional
problem of a steady turbulent flow of combustion prod⁃
ucts takes several hours of the calculation time）. The au⁃
thor does not know the works devoted to the study of the
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influence of calculation model parameters on calcula⁃
tion time in relation to the simulation processes in
SPRM combustion products.

This research deals with the investigation results
how to reduce the calculation time（naturally，without
reducing the accuracy of the data obtained）. The influ⁃
ence of such factors as the use of numerical methods of
high accuracy order，the reduction in the spatial dimen⁃
sion of the problem，and the use of the physical features
of processes in SPRM chamber while constructing a cal⁃
culation model are considered.

Since the research is of methodical nature，all cal⁃
culation models are made on the basis of the equations
of nonviscous non- heat- conducting compressible gas
and the power law of solid propellant combustion

dedt = u1 p
b （1）

Here e -a thickness of burned propellant，p -pres⁃
sure of combustion products，u1,b -empirical constants.

In all the problems solved below，the gas parame⁃
ters in SPRM chamber before starting are set as the ini⁃
tial data before the start of its operation. The boundary
data is set as follows: the flow parameters at the cut of a
nozzle are defined by the solution of the Riemann prob⁃
lem（disintegration of discontinuities）; impermeability
conditions are set on the solid wall; the inflows of mass，
impulse and energy dealing with the calculation region
of combustion products are set on the boundary of burn⁃
ing solid propellant.
2 The use of numerical methods of high ac-

curacy order

Obviously，the use of numerical methods of high ac⁃

curacy order（higher than the second） requires more
arithmetic operations and，correspondingly，more time to
perform calculations than using methods of low accura⁃
cy order. However，it is shown［14］ that in order to achieve
the same error value，methods of high accuracy order re⁃
quire less points while performing the sampling of the
calculation region and less time for calculations（while
solving one- dimensional nonstationary problems of gas
dynamics，this gain is 2.5 times on the number of points
and 1.5 times on the calculation time）. In the present
paper，we try to check on this statement by solving the
problem of the numerical simulation of SPRM launch
process of Star 48V. The general configuration of the
simulated device is shown in Fig.1.

In this engine，mixed propellant is used（18% Al，
11% PClA，71% NTPV）. Its combustion products have
the following thermodynamic properties: heat capacity
at constant pressure Cp=1758J/(kg·K)，gas constant R=
255J/(kg · K)，combustion products temperature Tcp =
3539K，ignition temperature Tign =910K.

As the initial system of equations for constructing a
calculation model，we use a system of equations for the
dynamics of nonviscous non- heat- conducting gas pre⁃
sented in a conservative form in a non-orthogonal axial⁃
ly symmetric system of coordinates

∂U1∂t + ∂F1∂ξ + ∂G1∂η = S1

U1 = U
J
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Fig. 1 General configuration of SPRM star 48V（mm）
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Here (x,r) are the coordinates in a cylindrical sys⁃
tem of coordinates，(ξ,η) are the coordinates in a non-
orthogonal axially symmetric system of coordinates，J is
Jacobian of the transition between systems of coordi⁃
nates， ρ,p,H,E - are respectively the density，pres⁃
sure，enthalpy and total gas energy，u,v are the projec⁃
tions of the velocity vector on the axis of the cylindrical
coordinate system.

The system of equation（2）is closed by the follow⁃
ing thermodynamic formula
E = ρæ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷ε + u2

2 , H = ρh =E + p, p = ( )k - 1 ρε, h =CpT, ε =CvT

（3）
The mapping (x,r)→(ξ,η) is presented in such a

way that the number of kinks of the boundary of the cal⁃
culation domain in the plane (ξ,η) is not less than (x,r) .

To solve the system of equation（2），we use the
high（a difference scheme of the method of join approxi⁃
mants with the fifth order of accuracy［15］）and low（Lax-
Fridrich’s difference scheme）accuracy orders. The cal⁃
culations are carried out at coarse and fine grids，a
coarse grid consists of 21750 points，a thick grid con⁃
sists of 87000 pionts.

For comparison，in Fig.2 there are the pressure
fields in the calculated region after shock wave inlet in⁃
to the nozzle of the motor（t=0.01s），obtained by using

different numerical methods on different grids. The fig⁃
ure also shows the related calculation times τ̄calc - rela⁃
tion of the calculation time to the calculation time of the
"quickest" variant（time of calculation with first order
method on coarse grid）.

We remark that all results in the present paper are
illustrative ones and all calculations were made in rela⁃
tive variables so hereinafter we will not put legends in
the contour plots to avoid сlutter and extra detalization.

The comparison of the pictures lying on the "main
diagonal" of Fig.2 confirms the well-known conclusion:
the use of high accuracy order methods at fine grids
gives a more detailed picture of the flow than the use of
low accuracy order methods at coarse grids，but obtain⁃
ing such solutions requires more calculation time（23
times more in our case）. However，comparing the fig⁃
ures in another diagonal in Fig.2 leads to a less trivial
conclusion: the use of high accuracy order methods at
coarse grids allows obtaining a better solution in less
time than using low accuracy order methods at fine grids.

Variants（c，d）are calculated before the end of a
launch process（before SPRM starts working at the main
mode）. The comparison of the calculated data of the
main engine parameters with the experimental data is
given in Table 1.

As we can see，calculations using the low accuracy

Parameter
Average pressure in combustion

chamber/MPa
Thrust/MN

Specific impulse/(m/s)

Calculated data (LowOrd, Fine Mesh)
4. 024
68.5
2832

Calculated data (HiOrd, Fine Mesh)
4.224
72.85
3340

Experimental data
4.127
69.98
2942

Table 1 Comparison of the main engine parameters

（a） τ̄calc = 1，coarse grid，1st-order accuracy method （b） τ̄calc = 2.69，coarse grid，5th-order accuracy method

（c） τ̄calc = 7.79，fine grid，1st-order accuracy method （d） τ̄calc = 23.1，fine grid，5th-order accuracy method

Fig. 2 Pressure fields in the SPRM chamber obtained by various methods on various grids
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order method give some underestimation of the values of
SPRM parameters in comparison with experiment，and
the use of the high accuracy order method gives overesti⁃
mated values of the parameters. This is because low ac⁃
curacy order methods have the value of schematic vis⁃
cosity that is great，which causes unphysical dissipation
and，accordingly，the underestimation of the values of
the parameters. To improve the data obtained with the
use of high accuracy order methods，it is necessary to
take into account molecular and turbulent conduction
processes in the initial system of equations.
3 Reduction in spatial dimension of the

problem

In SPRM family，there is a fairly extensive sub⁃
class of long engines，the length of which is much larger
than the diameter. In this case，it is possible to reduce
the calculation time significantly by reducing the spatial
dimension of the problem being solved. To achieve this，
we have to consider the problem of the full cycle of hypo⁃
thetical SPRM operation simulation，the configuration of
which is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3 General configuration of long SPRM

The total length of the simulated engine is 3.6m，

the shell diameter is 0.4m. The properties of combustion
products and solid propellants are given below.
Cp = 1945J/(kg ∙K)

Cv = 1662J/(kg ∙K)
ė = 2.318p0.35mm/s
ρsp = 1730 kg /m3

Tcp = 3200K
Tign = 1000K
asp = 0.3m2/s

— combustion products specific heat at
constant pressure

— combustion products specific heat at
constant volume

— regression rate law for solid propellant load
— density of solid propellant load
— temperature of the combustion products
— ignition solid propellant temperature
— thermal diffusivity of solid propellant load

To develop the calculation models of the motion of
combustion products，we use a system of equations for
the dynamics of nonviscous non- heat- conducting gas
written conservatively in a Cartesian coordinate system

∂ρ
∂t + div[ ]ρV = 0
∂ρvj

∂t + div[ ]ρvjV + ∂p
∂xj

= 0, j = 1,2,3
∂E∂t + div[ ]HV = 0

（4）

To determine the heating of solid propellant，the
heat conduction equation is used，which，taking into ac⁃
count the axial symmetry of the problem and the parame⁃
ter constancy of solid propellant，has the following for⁃
mula

∂T∂t = aæ
è
ç
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÷
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∂∂r æèç

ö
ø
÷r

∂Ti∂r （5）
For the discretization of the system of equation（4）

with respect to the spatial coordinates，the control vol⁃
ume（СV）method is used. While constructing a spatial⁃
ly- dimensional（two- dimensional in our case）model
（2D model），the calculation domain is divided into
structured CVs of the circular shape of a tetragonal（in
the plane (x,r)）cross-section（see Fig.4）.

Fig. 4 Cross section of control volume in two-dimensional

simulation

After integrating the system of equation（4）on the
obtained CV，we obtain a semi- discrete form（6）（the
equations are written for each CV，CV indices are not in⁃
dicated for a less lengthy formula）
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To solve the system of equation（6），as in the previ⁃
ous section，we use a difference scheme of the method of
join approximants of the fifth order of accuracy［15］ in
time and space.

To obtain a one- dimensional（1D）model of the
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combustion products flow in SPRM channel，the system
of equation（4）is integrated by CV in the form of a trun⁃
cated cone with a length Δx obtained by the cross-sec⁃
tion of SPRM channel by planes that are perpendicular
to the axis of the engine. As a result，the following sys⁃
tem of differential equations is obtained for each CV
（the index i corresponds to CV number）

δρiδt Vi + ( )ρuf
i + 12

- ( )ρuf
i - 12

= ṁiΔSi

δ( )ρu
iδt Vi + ( )( )ρu2 + p f

i + 12
- ( )( )ρu2 + p f

i - 12
=
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i + 12
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i - 12
- τwΔSi

δEiδt Vi + ( )uHf
i + 12

- ( )uHf
i - 12

= ( )ṁihcp - qw ΔSi

（7）

Here V - CV value，ṁ - the mass input due to
burning of the solid propellant，f - the cross-sectional
area of the channel，ΔS - the burning area of solid pro⁃
pellant，qw - the heat flow from the combustion prod⁃
ucts to the solid propellant.

To integrate the system of equation（7），we also
use the difference scheme of the method of join approxi⁃
mants of the fifth order of accuracy.

With the help of the 1D-model and the 2D-model
（6），the start of SPRM shown in Fig. 3 is calculated. In
Fig.5，the fields of the flow parameters of the combus⁃
tion products at the wave stage of a starting process（af⁃
ter membrane breaking） obtained from the 2D model
are given for illustration.

As a result of the calculation，all the main elements
of the complex flow of combustion products in SPRM
channel are obtained（the shock wave that is reflected

from the nozzle entry，contact discontinuity before the
nozzle entry，a complex coherent structure in the interac⁃
tion zone of the flows from the igniter and the burning
propellant（see the left area of structural contours of the
pressure field））. Fig.6 shows the graph of the change
the bottom pressure depending on the time during the
launch，obtained from the 2D model.

As we can see，the graphs clearly track the main
stages of SPRM launch. There are membrane breaking
（point 1，see Fig.6），start of the ignition of the solid fuel
（point 2），total ignition of the solid propellant charge
（point 3） and end of burning of the igniter charge
（point 4）.

The same problem is solved using the 1D- model.
The data obtained differs from the data obtained accord⁃
ing to 2D modeling by no more than 3.5% with respect
to the norm L1 ，which indicates a high reliability of the
data. In this case，it takes 136（!）times less time for ob⁃
taining such data. This fact demonstrates great 1D-sim⁃
ulation effectiveness（where possible）.
4 Use of physical features of processes at

formulation of calculation models

It is mentioned that using methods of high accura⁃
cy order and，where possible，reducing the dimension of
a problem reduces significantly the calculation time.
However，even in this case，the calculation of SPRM full
cycle takes tens of minutes of physical time. This fact is
not always acceptable while designing SPRM. Another
way to reduce the calculation time while simulating
SPRM is to use the physical properties of the processes

Fig. 5 Fields of flow parameters for 2D simulation of SPRM launch
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that take place during SPRM operation. It is known that
for SPRM there are three time scales: τchem - the charac⁃
teristic time of chemical processes，τ fluid - the character⁃
istic time of gas dynamic processes，τsurface - the time of
the burning surface change and the volume of SPRM
combustion chamber. These times are related by the fol⁃
lowing inequalities

τchem ≪ τ fluid ≪ τsurface （8）
The first of the inequalities has been used while de⁃

signing SPRM for a long time: instead of a detailed re⁃
view of chemical processes，researchers use empirical
relationships for the burning rate. The most often used is
the combustion power law that is mentioned above.

Fig. 6 Dependence of bottom pressure on time in 2D

simulation of SPRM launch

We investigated the possibility of using the second
inequality（8）using the example of constructing a one-
dimensional calculation model of SPRM，described in
Section 2 of this work（see Fig.3）. Two calculation mod⁃
els of SPRM processes are constructed: one model deals
with a direct physical simulation of the processes in
SPRM（DS model），the other one（PS model） touches
upon the breaking according to the physical processes
and taking into account the second inequality（8）. Dur⁃
ing the formulation of both models，the same initial equa⁃
tions and numerical methods are used as in Section 2.

The calculation according to the DS- model（see
Fig.7（a））consists of the sequential mode of time steps，
each of which is engaged in simultaneous solution of
equations of propellant burning and combustion prod⁃

ucts dynamics. In this case，time step τ size is taken
from the constraints resulting from the equations of the
combustion products dynamics （Courant number
Cu = τVmax /h should be less than 1）.

（a）DS-model （b）PS- model

Fig. 7 Schemes of calculation models

CGDBS—Coupled Gas Dynamic and Burning System

Solving step, BSS—Burning System Solving step（with

frozen GD parameters, τb ≫ τ）, GDS—Gas Dynamic

System Solving step（with frozen burning surface and

chamber’s volume）

When performing calculations based on the PS
model，the calculation at each time step is carried out in
two stages: the first stage deals with determining the
burning surface change and SPRM chamber’s volume
for a sufficiently long period of time τb ≫ τCu ，while the
second one focuses on the calculations of the combus⁃
tion products parameters in SPRM channel with a new
unchanging form of a combustion chamber and combus⁃
tion surface.

Fig.8 shows the bottom pressure curves obtained as
a result of calculating the full cycle of the model SPRM
operation according to the DS model using different
numbers of CV.

Fig. 8 Dependence of bottom pressure on time while

simulating the cycle of SPRM operation according to the DS-

model

As we can see，with an increase the CV numbers，
the difference between solutions decreases，which indi⁃
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cates the convergence of the methodology. The estima⁃
tion of convergence rate gives approximation order 3.2.

When using the PS model，besides Courant num⁃
ber，another parameter of the calculation model ap⁃
pears - the ratio of the time step size while solving the
combustion surface change equation to the discretiza⁃
tion step with respect to a spatial coordinate

a = τb
h

（9）
Fig.9 shows the dependency graphs of bottom pres⁃

sure on time，obtained from the PS model at different
values of the parameters (Cu,a) .

Fig. 9 Dependence of bottom pressure on time while

simulating the cycle of SPRM operation according to the PS

model at various values of model parameters

As it is obvious，at small values a different model
solutions are not distinguishable（the black and blue
curves in Fig.9），but there is no significant decrease in
the calculation time. While using large values a ，the
data obtained qualitatively and quantitatively differs
from the data obtained according to the DS model（the
green and red curves in Fig.9）.

To determine the optimal values of the parameters
(Cu,a) ，the following minimization problem is solved:
such values (Cu,a) are determined at which the calcula⁃
tion time reduces to a minimum

tcalc →min （10）
Under the following constraints

 ε
C
< 0.05, Cu ∈ [ ]0.1,1 , a ∈[0.1,5] （11）

Here  ε
C
is an estimated relative deviation of the

solution obtained according to the PS model and obtained
according to the DS-model in the norm of space C .

As a result，the following values of the optimized
parameters are obtained

Cu = 0.85, a = 2.03 （12）

Table 2 shows the values of the relative calculation
time while simulating the processes in SPRM using dif⁃
ferent approaches.

As is obvious，the use of the PS- model makes it
possible to reduce the calculation time a lot even in com ⁃
parison with the 1D DS-model，while comparing with di⁃
rect simulation using the 2D model，saving of time be⁃
comes even more significant（it should be noted that in
our calculations the calculation time unit corresponds to
10 minutes，one calculation flow is used）. Finally，a sim⁃
ilar splitting can also be used for multidimensional cal⁃
culations.

Table 2 Relative calculation times at simulation SPRM

Model
1D – Physical splitting
1D – Direct simulation
2D – Direct simulation

Calculation time
1
14

2437

5 Conclusions

The paper presents the findings of an investigation
of various ways to improve the time efficiency of calcula⁃
tion models of SPRM processes. The conclusions are as
follows:

（1） The use of numerical methods of high accura⁃
cy order，the reduction in a spatial dimension of the
problem and the use of the physical features of a simu⁃
lated process make it possible to reduce the time re⁃
quired for the calculations by orders of magnitude. The
use of such approaches will significantly speed up the
process of SPRM preliminary design.

（2） Multidimensional models need to be used in
the design - primarily for setting the 1D models and de⁃
termining the parameters of the final designed SPRM be⁃
fore fire test operations.
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